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Abstract 
In the “&r:” - definition of continuity of a function f between metric spaces, the value of 6 
depends on x, I: and function f as well. This kind of dependence can be described by a function, 
so called, “global modulus of continuity”, which maps the triple (J,x, t.) to corresponding 6. By 
a recent result of RepovS and Semenov (Proc. Int. Conf. Topol. (Trieste, 1993), G. Gentili 
(Ed.), Rent. 1st. Mat. Univ. Trieste, vol. 25, 1993, pp. 441-446) there is a continuous global 
modulus of continuity for the function space C(X, Y) of all continuous functions from a locally 
compact metric space X to an arbitrary metric space Y. Based on Weihrauch’s framework on 
computable metric spaces (K. Weihrauch, Theoret. Comput. Sci. 113 (1993) 191-210) we show 
that there is a computable global modulus of continuity for C(X, Y), if X is an “effectively locally 
compact” metric space and Y is a computable metric space. The proof is a direct construction 
not depending on the proof of Repovi and Semenov. @ 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
Keynor&: Continuous function; Computable metric space; Global modulus of continuity 
1. Introduction 
In classical mathematics, the continuity at some point x of a function f between 
metric spaces is defined usually by, so called, “6-c” language. That is, f is continuous 
at point x iff, for any a>O, there exists a 6>0 such that J‘ maps every point of the 2% 
neighbourhood of x to the c-neighbourhood of f(x). Function f is called continuous if 
it is continuous at every point of its domain. The value of 6 mentioned above depends 
not only on E but also on x. This kind of dependence is described by a function which 
is usually called modulus of the continuity of function f. More precisely, let (X, dx) 
and (Y, dr ) be metric spaces. Then a function f :X + Y is continuous iff, for any x E A’ 
and any c>O, there exists a 6 >O such that 
Vx’ EX (dx(x,x’)<6 + dy(,f(x), f(x’)) <P). (1) 
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In other words, f is continuous iff there is a (total) function 8 :X x W + R+ such 
that 
Vx’ EX (&(x,x’)<B(x,e) * &(J’(X),f(X’))<E) (2) 
holds for any (x, E) EX x R+. The function d here is the modulus of continuity of ,f. 
The discussion about modulus of continuity is an interesting and important topic both 
in classical and effective analysis (see, e.g., [2,5, 11, 131). For example, Ko [2] shows 
that, if f : [a; b] + W is a computable (hence continuous) real function, then there is 
a recursive function m : w + co such that the function s” : [a; b] x [w+ ---) lRf defined by 
&X,C)=2-m(111~:J) IS a modulus of (uniform) continuity of f. 
If we discuss all continuous functions instead of a fixed function in some function 
space, we have to consider the dependence of above s” on the function f too. To this 
end, a notion of global modulus of continuity for the function space is introduced 
to characterize this dependence of above 6 on E, x as well as function f. For a 
classically locally compact metric space X, RepovS and Semenov proved in [8] that it 
is possible to determine an appropriate 6 > 0 satisfying (1) as a continuous function of 
the triple (f,x,c) in the proper topology, i.e., there is a continuous global modulus of 
continuity. More precisely, let C(X, Y) be the set of all continuous functions from X 
into Y, endowed with the topology of uniform convergence, i.e., the s-neighbourhood 
off E C(X, Y) is the set B(f,E):= {gE C(X, Y): Vx’xEX(dr(f(x),g(x))<~)}. Then the 
following has been proved in [8]. 
Theorem 1.1 (RepovS and Semenov [S]). Let (X,dx) and (Y,d,) be metric spcrces 
and suppose that X is locully compact. Then there exists a continuous function 
~:C(X,Y)xXxR+-+R+ such that 
VX’EX (dx(x,x’)<&f,x,E) =s- dr(f(x),f(x’))<e) (3) 
holds jbr every triple (f ,x, E) E C(X, Y) x X x R+. Thut is, there is a continuous global 
modulus of continuity 8 for the function spuce C(X, Y). 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 applies Michael’s Selection Theorem (cf. [6]). That is, 
the function s^ exists as a selection function of some lower semi-continuous set valued 
function. Thus it is quite ineffective. 
The main purpose of this paper is to discuss the effectiveness of the global modulus 
of continuity of C(X, Y) when X is (effectively) locally compact. This is, of course, 
only possible in a computability framework for metric spaces. In [14], Weihrauch 
introduced computability on metric spaces by representation theory. In this theory, 
computability on finite and infinite sequences of symbols over some (fixed) finite al- 
phabet is defined explicitly by, e.g., Type 2 Turing machines which generalize classical 
Turing machines by allowing both finite and infinite sequences as inputs and outputs. 
Computability on other sets is introduced by naming systems, where finite and infinite 
sequences of symbols are used as names (cf., e.g. [3, 12, 131). In this paper we will 
work in this framework and prove finally a computationally effective version of the 
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above theorem, that there is a computable global modulus of continuity of C(X, Y ). 
Thus, we can choose effectively a positive real 6 satisfying (1) from any continuous 
function f :X + Y, element x E X and positive real E. 
We fix C to be a finite alphabet containing all symbols we need. C* and Cw are the 
sets of all finite words and infinite sequences over C, respectively. For x, y E C* lJ C”‘, 
we use x C y to denote that x is a subword of y. The computability theory on ,Z* 
and Cw is well established [lo, 131. In order to discuss computability on other sets, 
we give every element of the sets some “names” from C* or P. For any set A 
which is countable or has the cardinality of continuum, a naming system of A by C” 
is simply a surjective function 6 :C Ca AA for a~{*,o}, where we use f :CX+Y 
to denote that f is a partial function from X to Y and f :X + Y for total func- 
tion with dom( f) ==X. For the naming system 6, if 6(p) =x, then p is a &name 
of x. Usually, a naming system 6 :C C* AA for a countable set A is called a no- 
tation, and a naming system 6 :C C” -+A for a set A which has the cardinality of 
continuum is called a representation. For example, assuming (0, 1, #,I$} C: C, let the 
functionsvN :C c* + N, VQ :C c* + Q, pR :C co’ + R and p :C_ c”’ + [w be defined by 
VQ(W) = r 6 w = oxoyozo 6% r = vdx) - W(Y) 
v/v(z) + 1 ’ 
& vn\Jm > n( IvQ(rn) - vQ(r,)I <2?), and 
& ,‘ii- lvQ(un) - vQ(%)l = 0. 
Then vN and vQ are our standard notations of the natural numbers IV and rational num- 
bers Q, respectively and PR is the standard representation of real numbers R. The repre- 
sentations PR and p are equivalent, i.e., there are computable functions f, g :C 2 + 27’ 
such that PR = po f and p = PR og hold (see [ 151). By naming systems, the fundamental 
concepts of classical computability theory about Z* and JEW can be translated directly 
into other sets. For example, suppose that hj :C Cw + Ai are representations of sets Ai 
for i = 0,l , . . . ,n. An n-ary function f :C: Al x . . . x A, +A0 is called (a,,. . . ,a,, 60)- 
computable if there is a computable function g :& (Co )” + C” such that 
We are interested in effectivity on metric spaces, especially on computable metric spaces 
in this paper. A metric space (X,d) is computable if its metric d on X can be ap- 
proximated effectively on a countable dense subspace A CX (the precise definition see 
Definition 2.1). A computable metric space X is effectively locally compact, if we can 
determine effectively, for any x EX, a neighbourhood B, of x such that BX, the closure 
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of B,, is compact. Let (X,d,) and (Y,d,) be metric spaces and we define properly the 
representations pi and 6xr of X and C(X, Y), respectively. Then our main result says 
that if X and Y are computable metric spaces and X is effectively locally compact, then 
there exists a (~~~~,P~,PR,PR)-computable function 8: C(X, Y) xX x [w+ 3 [Wf which 
satisfies (3) for every triple (f,x,a) E C(X, Y) xX x R+. 
Our notations are almost the same as in [ 16, 181. For notational simplicity, we often 
do not distinguish explicitly a natural number n := v,v(n) from its name 2 E C* under 
the standard notation VN. Besides, B(x, Y) and B(x, r) denote in this paper always the 
open and closed r-ball with center x, respectively. As usual, (., .) is the standard com- 
putable pairing function of natural numbers and ~1, ~2 are the projections of its inverse. 
We use sometimes also these notations for the pairing functions on C* and C’“, e.g., 
(., .) : C” x C’” --f C”’ (see [ 151 for the precise definition). This will cause no confusions 
from the context. 
2. Computable metric spaces 
In this section we recall at first the notions of computable metric spaces and the 
corresponding representations from Weihrauch [14]. Then the representations of open 
and compact subsets of a computable metric space and the notion of effectively local 
compactness will be introduced. 
Definition 2.1 ( Weihruuch [14]). Let (X,d) be a metric space, A CX a countable 
dense subset of X and x : N + A a surjective numeration of A. If the set D defined by 
D:= {(i&k, I) E N: ~(k)<d(z(i),a(j)) < I] 
is recursively enumerable, then we call (X, d, A, x), or simply X, a computable metric 
space. The open subset uk C X, for k E N, defined by: 
U(j,i) := {x EX: d(x(i),x) < vp(,j)} (4) 
is called a basic open set of X and (i,j) is its index. Besides, as “radius” of Uci,j), 
we define rd( (i,j)) := v&). 
A computable metric space (X, d, A, GI) is called strongly computable, if the set 
z := {(J% 0 : UiEE u, c UIEF U, &E, F C: N are finite} is decidable. 
For example, suppose that dR is the standard Euclidean metric on R and ‘N’Q : N 4 Q 
defined by cce((i,j,k))=(i -j)/(k + 1) is a numeration of Q. Then (R,dR,Q, XQ) is 
a strongly computable metric space. 
It is easy to see that the class of all basic open sets {U;: i E N} is a topological 
basis of the topology of X induced by the metric d. In our discussion, the basic 
open sets play an important role which is very similar to that of the rational intervals 
in effective analysis. Especially, the elements of a computable metric space and the 
continuous functions between computable metric spaces can be represented by some 
infinite sequences of basic open sets. 
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Definition 2.2 ( Weihrauch [14]). Let (X,dx,Ax,ax) and (Y,dy,Ay, MY) be computable 
metric spaces. Denote by En(p) := {(is, ir,. . . , i,): #i~&il~$ . . . &i,# C p, and m E N} 
the set of all finite tuples enumerated by the sequence p E C” which are separated by 
the symbol #. We define the representations px, pk :C C” -+X and S,W, d& :C C”’ + 
C(X, Y), respectively, by 
px(p)=x H p=#i&l#i2#... & JirnaaX(in)=x & 
VmVn 2 m(dx(orx(i,),clx(i,))<2-m), 
p~(p)=X@EEn(p)={iEN: XEUi}, 
Gxy(p)=f H p=#io~jo#il$jl#i2~j2#... & V’n(f(U;,)c Q) & 
‘v’x’xEV~>03(i,j)(#i~j# C p & XE Uj & rd(j)<c), 
%(P) =f * b E domU 0 PX) (f(p&)) = PhJq))), 
where tlP is defined by yI(,,p)(q) :=M,(p,q) for any x E C* and p,q E Cw and {M,},,P 
is an effective enumeration of all Type-2 Turing machines (see [ 15, 161). 
As shown in [14], px is equivalent to pi and 6~ is equivalent to ah. That is, one 
can find effectively an pX-name of any element x E X from any pi-name of x and vice 
versa. The same holds for 6m and s&r too. So we can use them exchangeably in this 
paper. Note that any open subset A C X is a union of basic open sets. And if A C X is 
compact, then all basic open sets form a open cover of A, hence there is a finite set of 
basic open sets which cover A by its compactness. That is, any compact subset A C X 
has a finite cover of basic open sets (we call it a basic finite open cover). Therefore, 
we can define standard representations of open and compact subsets by means of basic 
open sets similar to the case of IF! (cf. [16, 181). 
Definition 2.3. Suppose that (X, d,A, a) is a computable metric space. Let 0, be the 
set of all open subsets of X and KX the set of all compact subsets of X. Then we define 
representations QX :C Cw + 0, and KX, ~2 :c Cw + Kx, for any 0 E OX and G E Kx, 
by 
&y(p)=0 H p=#i&,#i*#... & O=U{&: HEN}; 
Icl;(p)=G w En(p)= ioQild...&i,: HEN & GS U Ui, 
{ s<n 
~x(p)=G ej En(p)= io&il@...ei,: HEN & Gc Uui, 
s<n 
Note that, Bx(p) = 0 means that p enumerates a sequence of (the indices of) basic 
open sets which exhaust the set 0. If rc~( p) = G, then p enumerates all finite basic open 
covers of G whose members intersect G. If tc’$(p) = G, then p simply enumerates all 
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finite basic open covers of G. In the next proposition, we define another representation 
K’ which enumerates a fast convergent Cauchy sequence of the finite basic open covers 
of G and has limit G in the Hausdorff metric. 
Proposition 2.4. Let (X,d,A, z) be a strongly computable metric space and dH the 
Hausdorff metric dejned by 
for any subsets U, V CX, (cJ e.g., [l]). If we restrict ourselves only to the non-empty 
compact subsets of X and define the representation K; by 
K&(P) = G @ p = flio,o~ . . ttio,,o#il,oct . . . Gil,,, #. . & 
then we have ICI 6 ICY < I$, i.e., there are computable functions .f, g :L C” + C’” such 
that KX = K$ o f and !ck = K! o g. 
Proof. Let rcx(p) = G with p = #io,ob . . . &i~,~~#i~,o@ . &il,,, #. . . , then p enumer- 
ates all finite basic open covers of G whose members all intersect G. We can con- 
struct a Type 2 Turing machine A4 which enumerates, from the input p, a sequence 
q := #jo,& . . . $j~,~,,#jl,o& . . . djl,,, #. . . such that 
W#jn,04 . . 4jn,mn # C p & ‘v’s < m,(rdCin,s)<2-(n”))). 
Then, Ki(q)=G, hence ~x(p)=~~$(f~(p)). This means that KX < K$. 
For the other reduction, let K~(P) = G. Then p enumerates a fast convergent Cauchy 
sequence of finite basic open covers of G which has the limit G in the Hausdorff metric. 
Suppose, that p=#io,o& *..&i~,~,,#il,& . ..~il.,,#... and V’n (dH(U,4m,Ui,,,G)<2-“). 
Construct a Type 2 Turing machine M such that, for such an input p, M enumerates 
all j&j, 6 . . . &j,, for m E N, which satisfy the following condition, 
+ E FV ,<um in,, C,y,q, ( . n 1 
Then it is not difficult to see that M(p) enumerates all finite basic open covers of G, 
hence KF(fM(p)) = G. Therefore, f~ witnesses the reduction K$ < K'$. 0 
Classically, a metric space X is called locally compact if, for any x EX, there is a 
neighbourhood B, of x such that its closure B, is compact. If such neighbourhood can 
be obtained effectively in x, then we will call it effectively locally compact. Now we 
define this concept precisely. 
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Definition 2.5. A computable metric space (M,d,A, m) is called effectively locally com- 
pact if there is a (px, PR, rc~)-computable function /?x :X x IF+& such that jx(x, 6)C 
B(x, 6) and jx(x, S) is a compact ball with center x and a radius not equal to 0. 
Obviously, the space ([w, dR, Q, Q) is effectively locally compact. 
At the end of this section, we show that the metric d of any computable metric 
space is a computable function. 
Lemma 2.6. Let (X, dx, A, cc) be a computable metric space. Then the metric dx is a 
(px, px, pR )-computable function. 
Proof. Given x, y E X with px(p) =x, px(q) = y. Let p[n],q[n] be the nth components 
of p and q, respectively, which are separated by the symbol #. By the basic properties 
of the metric, we have 
Idx(x,y) - 44~p[~l,~q[~l)l &(x,w[nl) + &(y,~qbl)<2-“+2 
and hence 
,lic d!(v[nl, dnl> =&4x, Y), and 
dx(v[nl, adnl) - 2- n+2 <dX(x, y)<dx(clp[n],crq[n]) + 2-n+2. 
Define now inductively two sequences {a,} and {b,} of natural numbers by 
a0 = P(v&)<&(@p[Ol, FI[Ol) - 4), 
bo = Pm(vQh) > &(vPl, w[Ol) + 41, 
%+I = ~*m(vQ(a~)<vQ(~)<d~(~P[~l,~q[~l) - 2-n+2), 
bn+l = ~clm(vQ(b,)>vQ(m>>dx(ap[nl,aq[n]) + 2-“+2). 
By the recursive enumerability of D in the Definition 2.1, it is easy to see that 
the sequences {an}nEN and {bn}nEN are recursive in p and q. That is, there is a 
Type 2 Turing machine A4 such that f~(p,q)=#aoQbo#a,&bl#... . Let r~,~=vQ(a,) 
and r2 ,n=v~(b,). Then the sequences {YI,~}~EN and {Y~,~}~~N satisfy 
WI, <Yl,n+l <&(x,y)<Y2,n+r <Q,,,) & lim (~2,~ - qn)=O. 
n+cc 
This means that dx(x, y) = p(&(p, q)). Because PR is equivalent to p, there is a com- 
putable function f :C Z” -+ Co such that p = pR o f. Hence the computable function 
g := f o f~ witnesses that the metric function dx is (px, px, pR)-computable. 0 
3. Global modulus of continuity 
In this section we will prove our main theorem about the computability of global 
modulus of continuity. The proof is a direct construction of an algorithm which deter- 
mines an appropriate value of 6, for any triple (f,x, E), such that (1) is satisfied. The 
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crucial idea is as follows: given any continuous function f :X + Y and element x E X, 
consider at first a function h : W 4 W which is defined, for any 6 E iR+, by 
h(S):=inf{eER+: ,f(B(x,6))cB(f(x),~)} 
= sup{&(f(x), f(x’)): &(x,x’) d 6 & x’ E X}. 
Here we use the closed ball 3 instead of open ball B because a computable function 
f maps compact sets to compact sets and this does not work for open sets. The 
function h is nondecreasing and it is easy to see, that if E =A(&), then 60 satisfies (1). 
Thus it suffices to define s^ as the reverse function of h. Unfortunately, h-’ does not 
necessarily exist, if h is not strictly increasing. To avoid this bad situation, we define 
g(6) :=/z(6) + 6 and let simply 61 = g-‘(s). Then 61 satisfies (1) too. The following 
technical details make sure that the function g and hence also g-’ is computable which, 
furthermore, depends effectively on the function f E C(X, Y) and the element x E X. 
The next lemma shows that a computable function maps effectively and uniformly 
any compact set of a computable metric space to a compact one. 
Lemma 3.1. Let X be a computable metric spaces, and Y be a strongly computable 
metric space. Let Kx and KY be the sets of all compact subsets of X and Y, respec- 
tively. Then the evaluation function F : C(X, Y) x Kx + KY dejned by F(f, B) := f (B) 
is (6xv, KX, ICY)-computable. 
Proof. Suppose that f = G,w(~) and B = tcx(q). Then p enumerates a sequence of 
i&j’s which satisfy f (U;) C Ui and the following condition: 
VXEX Vg>O El(i,j)(#i&,j# C p & XE Ui & rd(j)<c) 
and q enumerates all strings ioeile &i,, for n E N, such that { Ui,, . . . , Ui,,} is a finite 
basic open cover of B whose members intersect B. 
Construct a TT-machine M as follows: for the input (p,q) E C” x P’, the machine 
A4 will enumerate all strings j&jt& ’ &j,, for n E N, which satisfy that: there are 
m E N, io,il,. . . , i,,, and ko,kl,. . . , k,,, such that 
(1) #i&il@...&i,# Cq; 
(2) Vs<m (#iS&k.7# C p); 
(3) vs<rn 3tdn (Uky C Uj,); and 
(4) Vt<n 3sGm (Uk, C Uj,). 
Note that, if { jo, jt , . . . , j,,} satisfies (i)-(iv) above for some m E N and the finite sets 
{io,it,..., i,,,} and {ko,kl,..., k,}, then { ui,: t <m} is a finite basic open cover of 
the compact set B whose members intersect B because of (i). Hence { Uj$: s<n} is a 
finite basic open cover of f(B) because vs <m 3t <n (f (Di,) C uky c Uj!) by (ii) and 
(iii). Furthermore, it follows from (iv) that Vt <n (U,, n f(B) # 8). This concludes 
that {Ui?: s<n} is a finite basic open cover of j’(B) whose members intersect f(B). 
On the other hand, suppose that { Uj,: t <n} is a finite basic open cover of f(B) 
whose members intersect f(B). For any x E B, there is a t <n such that f(x) E U,. 
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By the continuity of f and the Definition 2.2 of 8~y, there are i, k E N such that 
x E Ui & f(q) c c’k c Uj,. This means, that the set r defined by 
r={U;: icN & 3kEN 3t<n (#i@k#Cp & U~CU,,)) 
is a basic open cover of B. By the compactness of B, there is a finite subcover 
{U,\ }sGm C r, for some m E N, whose members intersect B. Besides, for any t Gn, 
there is an x E B such that f(x) E U_,. From the discussions above, we can choose the 
finite basic open cover { Ui, }sCm so that 
- 
v’t<n 3Sdm 3kEN (f(Ui,)CUkCUj,). 
Therefore, according to the definition of r, we can choose io, iI,. . . , i, and ko, kl,. , k, 
such that they satisfy the conditions (ii)-( Since q enumerates all finite basic 
open covers whose members intersect B, the condition (i) is satisfied too. By the 
construction of Turing machine M, the string jo$jt~ . . . &j,, will be enumerated finally 
by M(p, q). That is, M(p,q) enumerates all finite basic open cover of f(B) whose 
members intersect f(B). 
Thus Icr(fM(p,q))=f(B)=F(f,B)=F(Gxr(p),Kx(q)), that is, the evaluationfunc- 
tion F is (am, tin, tir)-computable. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let (X, d,A, z) be u computable metric space. Then the distunce jiinc- 
tion d”, d^: X x KX + R dejned by a(x,B) = max{d(x, y): y E B} and J(i(x, B) = 
min{d(x, y): y E B}, respectively, is (px, icx, pR)-computuble. 
Proof. We prove here only the case of d: For d^ the proof is similar. 
Suppose that x = px(pl) with PI= #io#il #iz# ’ ‘. and B = JC~( ~2). From ~2, we can 
construct effectively a sequence pi such that 
p& = #io,& . . $i0,,,#il,$ . . . @iI,,, 44. . & 
WG.04 . . $i,,,n # C p2 & Vj <m,(rd(i,,,j) <2-‘“+2’). 
Furthermore we can construct effectively two sequences {Si,,~}nEN (for i = 1,2) of nat- 
ural numbers which satisfy, for any n, 
y; d(4i,+l), znl(in,.j)) - 2~” <VQ(~I,,+I )<VQ(~I,.) 
n 
and 
Fntd(a(in+l ), ELI) f 2-” <VQ(S2,n+l> <VQ(S2,n). 
Note that, for any n E N, we have 
- 2cnf2) = max J((x, uin , ) - 2(n+2) 
> VQh.n), 
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This concludes that 
WU<~,+I < 4~,W<r2,~+1 <~2,~) & lim (~2,~ - +I=0 
niiu 
holds for all n E IV, where Y~,~ = vp(si,n) for all n E N and i = 1,2. That is, p(q) = d(x, B) 
for q := #SI,O&SZ,O~, 14.~2, I h,202,2~ s . . 
The definition of {si,,}n E N (for i = 1,2) is effective, whenever ~1, p2 are given. Thus 
we can construct a type 2 Turing machine M such that ~~(~,,~~)=#sI,o&s~,o#s,,,B 
S2,l h,2@s2,2# . . . . So d(x,B) = p(f~(pl, ~2). Because the representation pR is equiv- 
alent to the representation p, it follows that d’ is a (px, KX, pR)-computable function. 
0 
We are now able to formulate our main theorem precisely and to prove it. 
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that (Y,dy,Ay, ry) is a strongly computable metric space, 
and(X, dx, Ax, ~,x ) an eflectively locally compact computable metric space. Let C(X, Y) 
be the set of all continuous functions jrom X to Y. Then there is a (6n,px,pR,pR)- 
computable function 8 : C(X, Y) x X x R’ + R’ such that, for any (f ,x, E) E C(X, Y) 
xxx[w+, 
(5) 
That is, there is a (6xy, px, pR, pR)-computable global modulus of continuity ofC(X, Y). 
Proof. Let B : X x R 4 Kx be an (px, pR, KX)-computable function which witnesses 
the effectively local compactness of the metric space (X, dx, Ax, ax). 
Notice that, p(x, 6) is a compact ball with center x and the radius not equal to 0. 
Suppose that y(x, S) is the radius of p(x, S), i.e. y(x, S) = 2(x, jII(x, 6)) for any x E X 
and 6 E [Wf. By Lemma 3.2, the function y : x x [w+ + [Wf is an (px, pR, ,oR)- 
computable function. Suppose w.1.o.g. that y(x, S) is nondecreasing on 6. 
Define a function h : C(X, Y) x X x lR+ + Iw+ by 
h(f,x, 8) = max{dY(fbh y>: Y E f Rx, a)>. 
for all function f EC(X, Y ), element x E X and real number 6 > 0. By the (px, pR, KX )- 
computability of B and Lemma 3.1, function F defined by F( f ,x, 6) = f /3(x, S) is 
(6xr, pi, pR, KY)-computable. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, h is a (~xv, px, pR, pR)-computable 
function. 
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Note that h(f,x,b) is also nondecreasing on 6. So g(f,x,b) := h(f,x, 6) + 6 is 
an on 6 strictly increasing (6~y, P~,PR,PR)-computable function. Then we can define 
a (~xJJ,~x,PR,PR)-computable function 81 :C(X,Y) xX x R+ + R+ by &(f,x,s):= 
L&C: = g(f,x, 6)) where “r” is the “minimal value” operator. 
Finally, we define 8 : C(X, Y) x X x W + Iw+ by 
&j-,x, c) := Y(X> & (.f, x, s)). 
Similar to the classical proofs of the results on the computability of inverse function 
(see e.g., [7]), it is easy to see that the function 81, hence d is (~,,w,Px,PR,P~)- 
computable. 
For any x, X’EX and E>O, if dx(x, x’)<&f, x, E), i.e., dx(x, x’)<y(x, 6^t(f, x, t.)), 
then x’ E /I(x, &(f, x, E)) by the definition of y. By the definitions of h and g, this 
implies furthermore that 
dY(f(X>> ,0X’)) < h(f, x, &(f, x, &)I 
< s(f, x, &(f, X? &)I = 6’ 
That is 
Vx’ E X (&(x,x’) <&j-,x, E) =3 dy(f(X), j(x’)) < c). 
So the function s^ satisfies the theorem. 0 
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